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Growth The valves company in Costa di Mezzate goes shopping and increases its portfolio of 

products 

Fluitek Orsenigo grows in Udine 
Friulco has been taken over for 4,2 million Euro from bankrupt 

The new growth line of Fluitek Orsenigo Valves spa in Costa di Mezzate starts from Friuli. The 

company was born one year ago through the purchase of all Fluitek Orsenigo activities by the 

Italian Valves Markers spa (controlled by Sices 1958) and is specialized in highly engineered ball 

valves for Oil & Gas. Now, it has just reached an agreement to take over all the activities of Friulco 

spa in Salt di Povoletto (Udine), which was declared bankrupt on 2th April and was specialized in 

manufacturing complex valves,used during power production, transformation and distribution. 

Alberto Ribolla, Managing Director of Sices Group and Chairman of Fluitek Orsenigo Valves, 

underlines «the resolution of the shareholders and of the purchasing company management in going 

on with this important chance of revitalizing a company that has its added value in the product 

quality, in its customers’ appraisal and in its employees’ know-how. Friulco products and its 

relevant market perfectly complete those of Fluitek Orsenigo Valves and show very strong 

opportunities of synergy with our group in the future». 

Today, the share capital of Fluitek Orsenigo is 1 million Euro and belongs by 50% to Sices 1958, 

leading manufacturer in the sector of vessels, heat exchangers, boilers as well as petrochemical 

plants with a turnover of more than 200 million Euro. MAG/SBI (Mecaer Aviation Group, Sviluppo 

Borgomanero, supplier of components for the aerospace industry with a total turnover of more than 

100 million Euro) owns 15%, whereas the remaining 35% belongs to 2 different societies of private 

equity. With an investment of 4,2 million Euro the company has rented and will conclude the 

acquisition of Friulco within the end of the month. This takeover foresees an increase of share 

capital from 1 to 3 million Euro and the Friulia public financial institution will join it with a share 

that has still to be defined. However, Sices will maintain the control. Banca Popolare in Cividale 

has also taken part in this operation and has financed this reorganization through new investments: 

about 50 people will be employed in Povoletto. 

Founded in 1990, Friulco had an annual turnover of 30 million Euro and 140 employees before the 

crisis. In just one year, Fluitek Orsenigo has recorded an increase in its staff from 34 to 85 

employees (including about 20 people who were recruited in order to restart all the activities in 

Udine that were at a standstill for 7/8 months). «We are still hiring new employees, even in Costa di 

Mezzate, but we have some difficulties in finding the skilled personnel we need» says Giulio 

Barletta, Sales Manager. Fluitek Orsenigo is constantly expanding and healthy. Its turnover depends 

by more than 95% on products intended for markets outside Italy and this year it will increase from 

12 million Euro in 2011 to 28-30 million Euro. «We have obtained substantial orders from the 

Brazilian company PetroBras and from ADNOC in Abu Dhabi» explains Barletta. However, these 
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figures do not take into account the important contribution of the new Friulian facility which has 

already received some orders and on which, from 2013 onwards, great expectations are placed. 

Even after the acquisition in Friuli- continues Barletta- our aim is to keep on growing, not only 

internally, if great opportunities will occur». 


